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The StressCrete Group
Decorative Concrete Finish Options

The Décor Series of colors adds warmth and vitality to an already attractive product,
enhancing the ability of discerning designers to both beautify and harmonize any
lighting project. Available in a wide selection of colors from earth tones to delicate
pastels, StressCrete’s Décor concrete colors are unique in the pole world in that the
color permeates throughout the entire pole rather than being merely a surface
treatment. Both available surfaces, etched and polished, combine the attributes of a
solid colored matrix and the undeniable beauty of natural stone, with stunning results.
With all optional pole finishes, the appearance of the pole remains consistent over time,
as well as requiring zero maintenance.

Optional Concrete Pole Finishes for Decorative Poles:
Natural Finish: All of our decorative concrete poles are available with a naturally
beautiful exposed aggregate finish with no acrylic. Although all StressCrete poles
(coated and uncoated) have a Lifetime warranty, we also offer the below three coating
systems that the customer may choose for aesthetic reasons and for additional peace of
mind.
Silane Water Repellant Seal: is a high performing and efficient sealer which deeply
penetrates into the concrete pole. In extreme weather conditions, it assists in stopping
intrusion of water, salts, de-icers chemicals and acids. Its small molecular structure
allows for maximum penetration into the concrete subsurface. Having a natural
appearance, it does not produce surface buildup, does not darken or effect the
otherwise natural color and appearance of the pole.
Acrylic Clear Coat: is a high performance, two component sacrificial Acrylic Urethane
coating which provides durability, resistance to chemicals, salt, and de-icers. Along with
concrete protective properties, it also provides a glossy finish to the pole, which
enhances the concrete’s natural colors. Although this product has excellent gloss
retention, like any coating, it will fade gracefully over time. Depending on environmental
conditions, the gloss of this product will last at least 5 to 15 years. If a glossy finish is
preferred over the life span of the pole, the coating can be reapplied.
Anti-Graffiti Coat: is a unique, protective, non-sacrificial coating that provides an
effective easily cleaned anti-graffiti surface in a high gloss finish. It has excellent gloss
retention and is both abrasion and impact resistant withstanding multiple cleanings. Its
high performance properties combats common graffiti materials such as spray paint and
markers that can be easily removed using a solvent cleaner. With its outstanding
weather-ability, our anti-graffiti coating will maintain its gloss and color retention for
years.

For more information on our lifetime warranty or the available concrete Décor colors,
please visit our website at www.stresscretegroup.com
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